Vox® Carts
Design: Mark Müller

Vox® Carts offer flexibility and mobility in the boardroom and corporate office environment. Designed to house all multimedia equipment and hospitality services, the Vox® Cart accommodates any business event from high-tech presentations to a simple lunch or coffee service.

Case:
Vox® Carts are designed to complement all credenzas and cabinets in the Vox® Collection. The sides of the carts have aluminum trim around the perimeter. Trim is available in five anodized finishes to match all designs in the Vox® Collection. The Carts are available in standard Nienkämper wood veneers or stains, and are 34 1/4" high to match all Vox® credenzas.

Open with Shelves (Standard Features):
- 2 adjustable veneered shelves.
- Captive shelf storage below (1 shelf).
- Fully adjustable shelves in 1" increments.
- 4" diameter, non-marking polyurethane tyred casters.

Two Doors with Shelves (Standard Features):
- 2 adjustable veneered shelves.
- Captive shelf storage below (1 shelf).
- Fully adjustable shelves in 1" increments.
- 4" diameter, non-marking polyurethane tyred casters.
- 2 doors with positive locking touch latches.
- 25/8" diameter aluminum grommet centered on back edge of top.
- Rebated shelves for wire pass.
- 2" wire access slot at bottom back edge.

Three Drawers (Standard Features):
- 3 drawer interiors with fabric bottom liner.
- 4" diameter, non-marking polyurethane tyred casters.
- Positive spring return drawer slides prevent opening during transport.

23481 Open with shelves
w 30" d 23 3/8" h 34 1/4"
Interior Dimensions
w 27 1/4" d 22 1/4" h 27 1/4"
Shelf Size
w 27 1/4" d 21 1/2"

23482 Two doors with shelves
w 30" d 23 3/8" h 34 1/4"
Interior Dimensions
w 27 1/4" d 21 1/4" h 27 1/4"
Shelf Size
w 27 1/4" d 20 1/2"

23483 Three drawers
w 30" d 23 3/8" h 34 1/4"
Interior Dimensions of Drawers
w 26 5/8" d 16 5/16" h 4"